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01 Logline

“My life was a battlefield”
He reincarnated once again but finally as a human, with memories and
abilities of his previous lives!
Now born as Prince Bern his life is constantly under threat!
Will Bern be able to survive and claim the throne?

02 Synopsis
Live, die, and reborn
A sudden death and the new life that came after that.
After thousands of reincarnations, he was reborn as a human.
He is now called Bern, and he is the prince of Imperial Avenue!

The bloody world under the golden paint
Bern was the son of the emperor's 21st wife.
And the first thing the tasted before he even opened his eyes was
poison. Who was behind that?
But that person didn't know Bern's special ability.
He used the wisdom and powers of his previous life to detoxify!
That is how Bern grew, neutralizing every poison he was forced to
ate.

Bitter medicine is good for health
One day, Bern discovered a secret entrance in the cemetery.
Someone was making a new drug using the Rainbow Lip plant.
And that person would soon pour it out on his mouth.
Will he be able to get even greater powers this time around?

02 Synopsis
I will choose a successor
The emperor returned after a long war with a new scar on his face.
“I will start a contest to decide who will be my successor,” he said.
First quest was decided to be about wisdom. All princes went to prepare.
All but Bern, who went in search of King Patrick of Bellbourne,
the one who wounded his father’s face.

Actions rather than words
The day of the contest came. Princes were asked what punishment they
would give to someone who escaped prison after killing his comrades.
Everyone gave an exemplary answer, but Bern beheaded the death row
prisoner before he could answer. It was a moment when his existence was
clearly imprinted on the people of Avenue.

Muscles and bones
The theme of the second quest was Dalian. The youngest opponent was
prince Caesar. Every one is convinced that he will win.
The lizard has regenerative abilities, and Caesar has fierce attacks.
He is very excited and hardened his bones and muscles.
But Bern waited.

03 Character Introduction: Prince

The 21st prince of Avenue.
Rational and quick to judge situations.

A near-infinite reincarnation.
Can use his previous life abilities.

03 Character Introduction: Emperor
Lancer
General

The Emperor of Avenue.
Warlike and strategist.
Grew the kingdom into an empire.
Likes wars and fights.
Trusts no one other than his aides.

Archimage
General

Assassin
Information dealer

Consul
Intellectual

03 Character Introduction: Empress
Assistant

The second empress and
nemesis of the clan.
Brutal and ambitious.
1st Empress.
Used to be a commoner.
Good at plotting and politics.
Related to the witch Jung.
Jealous of the 21st Empress.

Astrid's maid
Poisoned Bern

Son of Silane
1st Prince

Witch
Age Unknown

03 Character Introduction: Empress

Madeleine’s twin sons

7th Empress
Extravagant and wicked.
2nd place in the ranking of the Empress.
Has a bad relationship with the 2nd Empress.
Prepares drugs with the Rainbow Lip.

Business partner

04 Character Relationship Diagram
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05 Empire Introduction

1
2

3
1] Avenue Country
The undefeated Iron Army, led by Emperor Baal, puts the
surrounding countries in a state of fear.
2] Lambor (Avenue Officer)
Avenue is a good country to live in despite the many
wars. Lambor and the consul Kyle work hard to ensure its
safety.
3] Temple
Different religions and temples coexist in Avenue.
Among those, Gaia Temple is the most influential one.

06 Killing Point
A royal battle for power

Multiple forces, high tension, and
unexpected situations and strategies.

Embracing defeated kings

In Avenue, kings of enemy countries can live
as public officials. No longer greedy for
power, they can grow kindness in their
heart.

Previous life abilities

Bern cannot feel mana like other princes but
the animal abilities he accumulated through
his reincarnations make him stronger.

Princes Competition

Many princes died or became ill.
The stronger prey upon the weaker.
The winner will raise among the survivors.

